61.2 Banggala (Pangkala) Port Lincoln to L2a (AIAS L6) head of Spencer Gulf (AC)

**Banggala (Sch), Banggala (AIAS), Ba:nggala (AC, APE), Ba:ngjala (LH), Kortabina (C), Pangkala (T, O'G, 'RLS'), Pankala (Worms), Pankara (O'G), Parnkalla (Schur, Taplin)**

Schurmann's vocabulary shows an asymmetrical phonology - no alveolar stop and no word beginning with a - he has words beginning with i and u but he probably failed to hear word initial y and w. It has an estimated shared basic vocabulary with Mirnínj, 55.1a* of 22% and with Arabana, 73a, of 15% (O'G-K). Hercus has salvaged what remains of this dialect, which might supplement O'Grady's as yet unpublished material.

**Distinguishing features:**

'this': *inna*  
'many': *ngalla*  
'go': *nguka*  
'I' (trans): *ngatto;* (also *ngai*)  
'man': *yura* (O'G-K)

61.3 Guyani West side of Flinders L15 (AIAS L9) Range, north end of Lake Torrens

**Guyani (AC, LH, orig. AIAS), Guyani (AIAS), Kooyiannie (C), Kuyani (SAW, O'G, 'RLS', Howitt), Kujani (Sch., Reuther)**

Hercus' salvage has been extended by the discovery of a 90 year old Arabana speaker of Guyani ancestry who remembered her Guyani with great fluency (1972). This should supplement what Schebeck gathered (1966?) and with fragments of Nugunu and Banggala be enough for comparison with Adnjamadana.

'man': *dura* (LH)

61.4 Adnjamadana- Western slopes of L43 (AIAS L10,17.1) northern Flinders Ranges (LH)

**Wailbi** Blinman and Parachilna (AC)